Ladies and Gentlemen,
we, the company Weber Bio-Energie-Systeme & Umwelt-Technologien (Weber Bio-EnergySystems & Environment Technologies) from Germany, are the producer of the so-called
Weber Isis®-Beamers. The Weber Isis®-Beamers are available in sizes from 1:1 to 1:6, which
is from 7,23 cm to 43,38 cm. They are Feng Shui devices, and they can be used for the
harmonization of rooms, houses and buildings. Due to the selected metals (brass and gold),
their specific wavelength and their particular form-radiation, they can be adapted to
harmonize electromagnetic pollution (Electrosmog) and geopathic stress. The Weber Isis ®Beamers therefore can have a positive effect on humans, animals, plants and the whole
environment. We sell these devices for 20 years worldwide. Since the 1990s, we have
produced about 50,000 units, and we have sold them on all continents. The Weber Isis ®Beamers have a worldwide popularity.
We cannot say who has placed this device in Jerusalem. But in 20 years of experience with
these devices, we can assure that there are no negative effects to be expected. The person who
had buried the Weber Isis®-Beamer there, probably had the intention that the positive effects
of the Beamer should contribute and support the peace process in Israel.
If the Archaeological Institute will have no further use for this Weber Isis ®-Beamer in
Jerusalem, we would be pleased if the Beamer could be sent back to our hands in Germany.
We also would bear all resulting transportation costs. We would be happy if the owner of the
Weber-Isis®-Beamer, probably the Archaeological Institute, could get in contact with us.
Further information about the Weber Isis Beamer can be found at the following link:
http://weberbio.de/entstoergeraete.html?___store=english&___from_store=default
In Germany, these devices have been tested already at the University of Erfurt (and other
independent institutes), and there are already four Diplomas about the results with the
Beamers. Two of the four Diplomas, however, are only available in German language. They
can easily be viewed on our homepage: www.Weberbio.de. Therefore, some other books are
available in German language on our homepage, with different people reporting about their
results on working with the Weber Isis®-Beamer. These are for example: “Funklos gluecklich”
and “Staendig unter Strom” from Silvio Hellemann, Synergia Publishing.
The name of Weber Isis® is a registered trademark in the German Patent Office since 1995.
The name Weber Isis® has nothing to do with the so-called “Islamic State”, which calls itself
also "Isis" or "IS". We cannot change the names of all of our products and our company
because of it. We carry that name for 20 years now, even before the so-called “Islamic State”
established itself. We dissociate ourselves also from being brought into connection with them.
If you are still interested, we can deliver other Weber Isis ®-Beamers to you to Israel.
Kind regards,
Eckhard Weber
Owner and managing director of the company Weber Bio-Energie-Systeme & UmweltTechnologien

The Weber Isis®-Beamers 1:1 up to 1:5

The Weber Isis®-Beamers 1:1 up to 1:5 with the wooden put-up hinge.

Cover of the Weber Isis®-Beamer brochure in German edition.

